Hepatoblastoma and Wilms’ tumour in an infant with Beckwith–Wiedemann syndrome and diazoxide resistant congenital hyperinsulinism
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Summary

Beckwith–Wiedemann syndrome (BWS) can be associated with embryonal tumours and congenital hyperinsulinism (CHI). We present an infant with BWS who developed congenital hepatoblastoma and Wilms’ tumour during infancy. The infant presented with recurrent hypoglycaemia requiring high intravenous glucose infusion and was biochemically confirmed to have CHI. He was resistant to diazoxide but responded well to octreotide and was switched to Lanreotide at 1 year of age. Genetic analysis for mutations of \(ABCC8\) and \(KCNJ11\) were negative. He had clinical features suggestive of BWS. Methylation-sensitive multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification revealed hypomethylation at \(KCNQ1OT1:TSS-DMR\) and hypermethylation at \(H19/IGF2:IG-DMR\) consistent with mosaic UPD(11p15). Hepatoblastoma was detected on day 4 of life, which was resistant to chemotherapy, requiring surgical resection. He developed Wilms’ tumour at 3 months of age, which also showed poor response to induction chemotherapy with vincristine and actinomycin D. Surgical resection of Wilms’ tumour was followed by post-operative chemotherapy intensified with cycles containing cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, carboplatin and etoposide, in addition to receiving flank radiotherapy. We report, for the first time, an uncommon association of hepatoblastoma and Wilms’ tumour in BWS in early infancy. Early onset tumours may show resistance to chemotherapy. UPD(11p15) is likely associated with persistent CHI in BWS.

Learning points:

- Long-acting somatostatin analogues are effective in managing persistent CHI in BWS.
- UPD(11)p15 genotype may be a pointer to persistent and severe CHI.
- Hepatoblastoma and Wilms’ tumour may have an onset within early infancy and early tumour surveillance is essential.
- Tumours associated with earlier onset may be resistant to recognised first-line chemotherapy.

Background

Beckwith–Wiedemann syndrome (BWS) is a human genomic imprinting disorder characterised by overgrowth, tumour predisposition and congenital malformations. Typical clinical features include macroglossia, abdominal wall defects, hemihyperplasia (lateralized overgrowth), enlarged abdominal organs.
and an increased risk of embryonal tumours during early childhood.

The molecular aetiology of BWS involves genetic and epigenetic changes at chromosome 11p15.5. The involvement of genes regulating foetal growth, such as CDKN1C and IGF2, which are present at this locus, explains several aspects of the phenotypic expression. About 50% of patients with BWS present with hypoglycaemia secondary to hyperinsulinism of varying severity. Prolonged and severe hyperinsulinism is seen in up to 20% of cases (1).

Embryonal tumours occur in 7.5–10% of children with BWS (2). Alterations in tumour suppressor genes and growth factor-related genes on the chromosome locus 11p15.5 might account for a significant proportion of these neoplasms. This case uniquely describes the occurrence of very early onset hepatoblastoma and Wilms’ tumour. The case highlights the need for early screening and identification of tumours in patients with BWS. The treatment resistance of both hepatoblastoma and Wilms’ tumour suggest that embryonal tumours, which present early, may be resistant to standard treatment regimens.

We report a case of BWS secondary to paternal uniparental disomy of chromosome 11 (UPD(11)pat) with diazoxide-resistant congenital hyperinsulinism (CHI) and early onset hepatoblastoma and Wilms’ tumour.

Case presentation

The patient was born to non-consanguineous white Caucasian parents at 36 weeks gestation via elective lower segment caesarean section due to macrosomia. He was well at birth with a birth weight of 5.36 kg (99th centile for population). He was naturally conceived and there were no concerns during pregnancy. He was noted to have features of BWS (macroglossia (Fig. 1), hepatomegaly and single earlobe crease) post-delivery. Hypoglycaemia was noted at 2h of life that persisted despite treatment with high dose intravenous glucose (12 mg/kg/min).

Investigation

Hypoglycaemia screen performed on day 2 of life confirmed non-ketotic hyperinsulinemic hypoglycaemia with plasma insulin of 97 pmol/L at blood glucose of 1.6 mmol/L, with low 3β-hydroxybutyrate (<23 μmol/L) and low non-esterified free fatty acids (<176 μmol/L).

Genetic analysis for mutations of ABCC8 and KCNJ11 were negative. Genetic analysis for BWS by multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA) revealed hypomethylation at KCNQ1OT1:TSS-DMR and hypermethylation at the H19/IGF2:IG-DMR consistent with mosaic segmental paternal isodisomy of the 11p15 region (UPD(11)pat) without copy number changes.

Abdominal ultrasound was performed on day 4 of life to screen for Wilms’ tumour and hepatoblastoma, as per international consensus guidelines (3). Ultrasound revealed a hypoechoic, focal ovoid mass measuring 29 × 13 × 12 mm in the left lobe of liver (segment 2). Also noted was bilateral renal enlargement with normal contour and echogenicity (right kidney = 6.0 cm, left kidney = 6.7 cm (upper limit of normal at term = 5.7 cm)). MRI abdomen confirmed the hepatic mass but revealed a non-specific appearance.

Ultrasound-guided biopsy of the hepatic mass and subsequent histopathological examination revealed appearance to be consistent with hepatoblastoma showing exclusively epithelial component.

Histopathology of the surgically resected section showed a poorly defined mass merging with background liver structures. The tumour was composed of epithelial...
elements arranged in chord and trabeculae (Fig. 2). Cytology was not typical of a well-differentiated foetal type as there was a degree of nuclear enlargement and pleomorphism. A proportion of cells showed vacuolation and clear cytoplasm. No mesenchymal or small cell component was seen. In view of the patient’s young age, setting of BWS and the absence of a history of chronic liver disease, the tumour was considered to be hepatoblastoma of epithelial, crowded foetal subtype, with pre-treatment tumour extension (PRETEXT – International Childhood Liver Tumours Strategy Group) stage 1. There was no evidence of post-chemotherapy change in the histology specimen.

Follow-up MRI imaging of the renal enlargement at 3 months of age revealed further enlargement of the kidneys with a mass in the left renal hilum measuring $33 \times 25 \times 36$ mm with enhancing multi-cystic appearance to the periphery and solid central, suggestive of Wilms’ tumour.

Histopathological examination, obtained through biopsy of the mass, showed a tri-phasic tumour composed of mesenchymal, blastemal and epithelial elements (Fig. 2). Mesenchymal elements resembled primitive mesenchyme with no heterologous elements observed. Blastemal was seen as nodules of primitive round blue cells and epithelial areas showed tubules and glomeruloid structures (Fig. 2). No anaplasia was seen. On immunohistochemistry the tumour was positive for neural cell adhesion molecule (CD56) and Wilms’ tumour protein (WT1). Overall features were typical of Wilms’ tumour.

Histopathology of the resected specimen confirmed poor response to chemotherapy with only 20% of cells showing chemotherapy-induced change.

**Treatment**

Initially, the patient was stabilised on high concentration intravenous glucose infusion and intravenous glucagon infusion (12 µg/kg/h). Diazoxide at 5 mg/kg/day in three divided doses was started and the dose was gradually increased. Hypoglycaemic episodes persisted despite increasing diazoxide to a maximum dose of 15 mg/kg/day. He was therefore commenced on subcutaneous octreotide at 5 µg/kg/day in three divided doses. The dose was gradually increased to 20 µg/kg/day, which permitted a reduction and eventual cessation of intravenous dextrose and glucagon. He was subsequently switched to once monthly 30 mg deep subcutaneous Lanreotide injections at 1 year of age with good effect. He has good glycaemic control as established by an age-appropriate fast.

Treatment of the hepatoblastoma was commenced as per the Children’s Cancer and Leukaemia Group (CCLG) hepatoblastoma treatment guidelines 2015 with four pre-operative cycles of cisplatin chemotherapy to reduce the size of tumour and facilitate surgical resection. He tolerated chemotherapy well but showed no response in terms of shrinkage of tumour size. He underwent resection of the liver lesion at 3 months of age.

Following the diagnosis of Wilms’ tumour, the patient was commenced on 4 weeks of induction chemotherapy with vincristine and actinomycin D, as per CCLG Wilms’ tumour guidelines 2016. Reassessment with MRI abdomen after 4 weeks revealed no response to chemotherapy and an increase in the extra renal growth. He subsequently underwent a nephrectomy at 5 months of age. Noting the poor initial response, post-operative chemotherapy was escalated to include cycles of cyclophosphamide with doxorubicin and carboplatin with etoposide. He underwent radiotherapy with seven fractions (1.5 Gy per fraction) at a total dose of 10.8 Gy.

**Outcome and follow-up**

An end-of-treatment MRI abdomen showed no evidence of tumour recurrence in the liver or kidney.
Serial measurements of alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) have progressively declined and are within the normal range for his age (Table 1). Blood glucose is currently stable on monthly 30 mg Lanreotide injections. His growth is consistently following the 75th centile. He continues on oral feeds with input from the speech and language specialists.

**Discussion**

CHI is a common association with BWS (4). The cause of hyperinsulinism in BWS has not been fully elucidated. The genetic mutations responsible for the most common instances of CHI include ABCC8 and KCNJ11 (located on chromosome 11p15.1, in close proximity to the BWS Locus). These two genes encode the two components of the pancreatic β-cell ATP-sensitive potassium channel. Mutations in these genes are inherited in autosomal dominant or recessive pattern. The recessively inherited defects are usually resistant to diazoxide therapy. Although mutations in ABCC8 and KCNJ11 have not been directly implicated as the cause of hyperinsulinism in BWS, the arrangement of genes in close proximity and the frequent combination of phenotypic features in mutant cases makes it likely that this close proximity to the imprinting centres associated with BWS affects their expression.

Diazoxide is the first-line medical management of CHI. It acts by blocking sulphonylurea receptors on pancreatic β-cells, which results in opening of the K-ATP channels and reduced insulin release. Diazoxide unresponsiveness is associated with the abolition of the function of pancreatic β-cell ATP-sensitive potassium channel. Patients with BWS show a varying degree of response to diazoxide (5). Somatostatin analogues (e.g. octreotide) are insulin inhibitors and the recognised second-line medical management of hyperinsulinemia in diazoxide unresponsive patients. The use of somatostatin analogues in persistent CHI has been shown to be effective and is well tolerated (6). Qualitative research has shown improved quality of life for parents of patients switched to long-acting somatostatin analogues due to lesser number of injections and reduced anxiety regarding missed or delayed injections (6).

Phenotypic features of lateralised overgrowth and tumour genesis in BWS spectrum have been well correlated with the underlying molecular defect in patients but the degree of severity of hyperinsulinism has not been well correlated. Interestingly, a previous report of patients requiring Lanreotide for diazoxide resistant severe hyperinsulinism in BWS also shared the same genotype of mosaic UPD(11)pat similar to our patient (7). Hence this genotype may be a pointer to diazoxide unresponsive persistent CHI which could respond well to somatostatin analogues.

The overall risk of tumour development in children with BWS is higher in those less than 4 years of age, with 95% of tumours occurring before 8 years of age (8). The tumour related presentation of most patients correlates with the BWS molecular subgroup, with segmental UPD(11)pat and Imprinting Centre 1 gain of methylation (IC1-GOM) having a higher tumour risk. Early hepatoblastoma in the late neonatal period has been reported in an infant with severe phenotype and UPD(11)pat, with a normal AFP recorded in the first week but rapidly rising in early infancy (9). In our case, hepatomegaly and raised AFP was detectable on day 5 of life, indicating congenital hepatoblastoma. The presence of severe hyperinsulinism contributed to early BWS surveillance and tumour detection. The histological appearance was not that of a typical hepatoblastoma, rather a crowded foetal type tumour. A further unusual feature was its lack of response to reductive chemotherapy as recommended in the CCLG guidelines.

The strong relation between Wilms’ tumour and BWS may be because of the common factors of genomic imprinting and lesions at 11p15. The prevalence of Wilms’ tumour varies significantly depending upon the molecular defect associated with the condition. A recent large meta-

### Table 1  Trend in alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) in the first year of life.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (days)</th>
<th>AFP (IU/mL)</th>
<th>Normal range*</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>128 729</td>
<td>4396–91 008</td>
<td>At diagnosis of hepatoblastoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>13 207</td>
<td>5–867</td>
<td>Pre-operative (hepatoblastoma resection)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>1713</td>
<td>2.5–346</td>
<td>Post-operative (hepatoblastoma resection)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>177</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>1–107</td>
<td>Follow-up at 6 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>378</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.7–72</td>
<td>Follow-up at 1 year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Serum AFP values adapted from Blohm et al. Klinische Padiatre 1991 203 246.
analysis has shown the mean age for development of Wilms’ tumour in patients with BWS is 28 months (10). It is relatively uncommon for BWS patients to develop Wilms’ tumour so early in infancy as in our case. Often Wilms’ tumours respond well to standard chemotherapy but as was observed in relation to the hepatoblastoma, treatment response was poor with less than one quarter of cells showing chemotherapy response.

We report a rare case of BWS with diazoxide-resistant CHI, hepatic neoplasm and Wilms’ tumour, all presenting within the first 3 months of life. Early diagnosis and prompt screening enabled diagnosis of tumour at a relatively early stage. Earlier identified tumours may be more resistant to standard chemotherapy than tumours appearing in later childhood years. The early appearance and rapid progression of tumour in this case might necessitate a more frequent screening protocol with frequent abdominal ultrasound in UPD(11)pat genotype patients than the currently recommended 3 monthly schedule.
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